
Communicate in style
With true voice and data convergence a reality you can now stay in contact 

wherever you go. Samsung’s range of handsets and other User-End-Points offer a

wide variety ergonomically designed terminals, suitable for use in the office, at home

or in any wireless-enabled location, such as a hotel or other office.Stylish and 

easy-to use, each handset is designed 

to maximise the benefits of the system’s 

functionality - and to give users the propriate feature set and access levels for

their individual needs. Whether that is a simple telephone, Wireless, Softphone or

a fully-featured handset with LCD  display and programmable functions.

Selected Samsung handsets are available in digital or analogue configurations, 

providing identical features and functionality to the user. That means that users

have indistinguishable functionality and access to the system, whether they are connected as traditional

keysets or remotely via external data connection, such as DSL.

As technology advances, you can be sure that Samsung will be at the leading edge

of the revolution, keeping your business ahead of the game.

Innovation on the desktop 
By integrating Samsung's state-of-the-art communications technology into the 5000  

series handsets, your desktop can now become a multi-functioning, converged workstation. 

Flexibility to Expand or Change
The OfficeServ 7000 series provides on-going flexibility to meet the needs of future 
expansion, moves and changes. Adding more phones or moving people around to
new extensions is all quick and easy whether that’s within the office, at another office,
away from the office or while working from home. The application of Digital 
technologies means Samsung can truly unite communications within any organisation
across LANs, WANs and the Internet. With shared features and functionality plus a
common look and feel to every terminal.

Digital Phones
5000 Series
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Simple and Stylish
Samsung 5000 series display handsets feature a 32-character, 2 line scrollable LCD
screen to display call information like Calling Line Identification (CLI, who is calling) 
and Direct Dialing Inward (DDI, which may indicate why they are calling). The LCD 
also helps the users navigate effortlessly through the systems features.

In addition, display handsets incorporate programmable soft keys with tri-coloured 
LED status indicators that can be used for speed dialling, as well as one-touch 
feature access keys and traditional ‘Key & Lamp’ working.

Optional add-on modules can also be assigned to compatible handsets, creating   
64 additional soft keys. Or you can choose Samsung’s standard Digital and 
Analogue handsets, as a cost-effective alternative for staff who do not require high 
access to system features. Ensuring everyone has their own point of contact and 
individual extension.

Digital Phones
5000 Series

Item Specification

Model Name DS-5038S DS-5014S DS-5014D DS-5007S DS-5021D DS-5064

Fixed Function buttons 7 7 7 7 7 0

Number of  Programmable buttons 38 14 14 7 21 64

LCD 2-Line LCD (24 Characters per line) None

9 function Navigation Wheel No No Yes No Yes No
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